Meranti (“DUC” or Dark Uniform Color), grown in Malaysia, is a mixture of several species of Meranti with similar color and grain. Commonly used for marine and millwork applications, Meranti (DUC) is similar to Okoume and Red Grandis in color, stability, and durability. It’s attractive, easy to work with hand or machine tools, and glues, nails and finishes well.

Appearance & Grain
Typically a dark reddish or purplish brown; commonly with white resin streaks present.
PRODUCTS

Window & Door Parts

Veneers

Trim & Moldings

Marine Millwork

Custom Millwork

Unit, Truckload & Container Quantities Available

CHARACTERISTICS

2.8 lbs/bf
Air Dry Density

Non Durable

0.40
Specific Gravity

Easy To Work

Susceptible To Termites
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